
Image Size Cheat Sheet



Primary Logo & Image or Video

Primary Logo 

Recommended minimum 
500 x 500 (square 
dimensions required) 

Will be cropped into a circle

Primary Image or Video 

Recommended minimum 
1920 x 1080 (or 16:9 ratio) 

Appears on the About page 
inside your community 

May also appear as the 
featured image for any Share 
Links to External Payment 
Plans you create, and in 
those cases will crop and 
become responsive to adapt 
for wider screens



For each Topic you create in your Mighty Network, you can add an image that 
will appear with it across your community in various areas. 

We strongly recommend that you choose Topic images that function more like background images, 
as there will be many instances on the web or within the Mighty Networks apps where Topic 

images will have text on top of them, or be cropped to adjust for smaller screens.

Topic Images

Topic Images 

Recommended minimum 
600 x 400 (ideally designed 
as background images 
without text or important 
items that will be cropped) 

Will appear in multiple 
places across your 
community, and will crop 
and adjust for smaller 
screens when displayed in 
the Topics page inside the 
Mighty Networks apps



Within each Article you create, you’ll have an opportunity to add a header image that will be 
showcased and previewed in various places, such as your Welcome Section or Featured Section. 

By default, our system will make the very first image you add to any Article the header image.

Article Headers

Article Headers 

Recommended minimum 
2560 x 1440 

To add, simply use the + 
button along the left when 
you are editing or creating a 
new Article, and you will 
see the option to add an 
image 

For any text that you want 
to include in an Article 
header, it should ideally be 
centered with the 
2375x1185 area of your 
graphic



For each Event you create, you’ll see an option to add an Event Header Image or Video, that will 
appear at the top of the detail page for your event just below the title.  

In some cases, the bottom 1/4 of the image will be covered by event information such as date and 
time, so please refrain from including detailed text or branding along the bottom of your image.

Event Images

Event Header Image 

Recommended minimum 
1624 x 696 (or 21:9 ratio) 

Refrain from including text 
or important branding 
along the bottom 1/4 of 
your image 

Optional, but we 
recommend also adding an 
Event Thumbnail Image in 
square format that appears 
when Events are viewed in 
list form



Courses, like Groups, give you the ability to create branded sub-spaces within your community 
where specific members can gather or move through structured content together. 

The individual Sections and Lessons you create within each Course can have their own Headers, 
along with Thumbnail Images that display when members move through your materials.

Course Images

Course Images 

For Headers within 
Sections or Lessons, follow 
same guidelines and 
directions for adding 
Article Headers 

Course Thumbnail Images 
are a recommended 
minimum 240 x 160 

You can also add a Primary 
Logo and Primary Image or 
Video for each Course



Your Landing Page on the web is the front door to your community, and it offers up opportunities for you 
to share more about who your community is for and why a prospective member should join. 

The “Hero” image at the top of your Landing Page is designed to be responsive, and it will adjust 
beautifully to adapt for viewing on any size screen. For this reason, we strongly recommend choosing an 

image that will function more like a background image, so that you don’t risk text or branding being cut off.

Landing Page Hero Image on the Web

Landing Page Hero Image 

Recommended minimum      
1200 x 600 

Will resize and adjust based on 
screen size 

If using the Community 
Template, your Primary Logo 
and tagline will appear on top 
of the image, along with a Call 
to Action button (see example 
to the right)



If you are running payments within your community and giving members the opportunity to purchase 
access to the network, groups or courses, or bundled offerings, each plan you create will have a featured 

image that appears on the plan page before a member purchases. 

With bundle plans, you can add your own custom image for the plan that will appear on the plan page. 
For plans that grant access to a single space (such as the main community only, or an individual group or 

course), the plan page will automatically use the primary image or video for that space.

Plan Images for Payments

Plan Images 

Recommended minimum 
1600 x 900 

Appears as the featured 
image on a plan page when a 
member purchases 

May also appear as the 
featured image for any Share 
Links to External Plans you 
create, and in those cases 
will crop and become 
responsive to adapt for 
wider screens



Each member of your Mighty Network (including Hosts!) can add their own Profile Image and 
Profile Cover Photo that will appear across all platforms when someone is viewing their profile.

Profile Image & Cover Photo

Profile Images 

Profile Image will be 
cropped into a circle, and 
we recommend minimum 
500 x 500 (square 
dimensions required) 

Profile Cover Photo will 
appear in horizontal format 
on the web, but will be 
cropped to fit vertically in 
your custom apps (with a 
darker overlay added, to 
ensure profile information is 
legible)


